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Barbed wire

Descrition

Barbed wire is a kind of modern security fencing materials fabricated with high-tensile wire.It has single twist and

double twist two type.Barbed Wire can be installed to achieve the result of frightening and stopping to the

aggressive perimeter intruders, with piecing and cutting razor blades mounted at the top of the wall, also the

special designs making climbing and touching extremely difficult. The wire and strip are galvanized to prevent

corrosion.

Currently,Barbed Wire been widely used by many countries in military field, prisons, detention houses,

government buildings and other national security facilities. Recently years, barbed tape has apparently become

the most popular high-class fencing wire for not only military and national security applications, but also for

cottage and society fence, and other private buildings.

New Technology:Electrophoretic paint barbed wire

Our engineers team have researched new technology of electrophoretic paint in wire mesh products in recently

years. Firstly application in barbed wire industry base on the traditional hot dipped galvanized. And got the patent

(No.ZL201220274868.7),Solved the distraught problem of rust on cutting section. This technology have landmark

signification in security fence industry.

Barbed Wire Features

 Various surface treatment can be chose,galvanized,powder coating,pvc coated,Electrophoretic paint

 Sharp barb

 Quick and easy for installation

Barbed Wire Application

It is used as security fencing and isolation for gardens, residences, military sites,border protection,prison,and

anywhere sites requiring high security.

Single twist barbed wire specification
Wire(mm) Barbs Spacing(mm)

1.8×1.8 50-150

2.0×2.0 50-150
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Specification

Materail

Wire and barb used high quality low carbon steel wire,galvanized or pvc coated wire.

Surface:Galvanised, Pvc coated,Electrophoretic paint.

Above all materail from famous factory.

Powder from AKZONOBEL,Paint from Nippon.

Trade Item

Delivery Terms:FOB, CIF

Payment Currency:USD, EUR, AUD,JPY, CAD, GBP, CNY

Payment Item:T/T, L/C, PayPal, Escrow

Nearest Port:Xingang port,Qingdao port

Delivery Time:General after 25days upon received T/T30% advance payment

Popular Payment detail: T/T 30% in advance as deposit, the balance against received the copy of B/L.

2.2×2.0 50-150

2.5×2.2 50-150

2.6×2.2 50-150

2.7×2.2 50-150

2.8×2.2 50-150

3.0×2.2 50-150

Double twist barbed wire specification
Wire(mm) Barbs Spacing(mm)

1.4×1.4 101.6-127

1.5×1.5 101.6-127

1.6×1.6 101.6-127

1.7×1.7 101.6-127

1.8×1.8 101.6-127

1.9×1.9 101.6-127

2.0×2.0 101.6-127


